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Introduction 
Let (M, r3M) b e a smooth m-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold with bound- 
ary. Let TM and T*M be the tangent and cotangent bundles of M. We use letters 
i, j, . . . to index a system of local coordinates z = xi for M and the corresponding 
local frames a; and dxi for TM and T*M. We use indices p, u, . . . to index a local 
orthonormal frame e, for TM or T*M. We adopt the summation conventions of sum- 
ming over Latin indices which are repeated with one occurrence up and one down, 
and over repeated Greek indices. All Greek indices are written as subscripts. Thus, for 
example, the metric tensors on TM and T*M take the forms gijdx;dxj and #j&aj. 
Let I’;j” be the Christoffel symbols and let R.... be the components of the curvature 
tensor of the Levi-Civita connection V Lc With our sign conventions, the Ricci tensor . 
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is pup = Rovpo and the scalar cuvature is T = pyv. 
Let V be an auxiliary complex vector bundle over M. Let s’be a smooth local section 
of V. In a system of local coordinates for a neighborhood of M where V is trivialized, 
let 13;; be the ith partial derivative; this depends on the coordinates and trivialization 
chosen. A second order differential operator D on C”“(V) is said to be of Lap&e type 
if the leading symbol of D is given by the metric tensor. This means that locally, we 
can expand D as 
D = -(gijL@& + A’“& + B), (1) 
where A and B are local sections of TM 8 End V and End V respectively.. 
The CZiflord algebra of M is the universal complex unital algebra bundle generated 
by the tangent bundle subject to the Clifiord relations: 
&*8i+aj*&=-2g;j, l<i,j<m; 
if we use the metric to identify the tangent and cotangent bundles, then 
(2) 
dxi * dxj + dxj * dxi = -2gij, 1 < i, j 6 m. 
A first order differential operator P on C”“(V) is said to be of Dirac type if the leading 
symbol y of P defines a CZiflord module structure on V. This means that locally, we 
can expand P as 
P = 79, - T, (3) 
where y is a section of TM @ End V, and T is a local section of End V; y satisfies 
yiyj + yJyz = -2gijIv, 1 6 i, j < m. (4) 
We remark that P is of Dirac type if and only if P2 is of Laplace type. 
Let Vv be a connection on V. We use VLc to extend Vv to covariantly differentiate 
tensors of all types from the mixed tensor algebra generated by TM, T*M, V, and V*. 
In particular, we use V Lc @ 1 + 18 Vv to covariantly differentiate sections of T*M @I V. 
We refer to [4, Theorem 4.8.11 for: 
Lemma 1. Let D be un operator of Laplace type on Coo(V). 
(a) There is a unique connection VD on V and a unique endomorphism E E COO(End 
V) so that D has the form 
D = -(g%~V~ + E). 
(b) Choose a local coordinate system and trivialize V. Let wD = (wD> be the local 
connection l-form of VD. Then 
WP = ;g;[(Ai + gjkTjki). 
(4 E = B - gij(8jWy + W”Wy - WFI’ij’)a 
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Remark 2. The form Laplacian A = d6 + Sd on the total complexified form bundle 
AM is an operator of Laplace type. The de Rham operator P = d + 6 is an operator of 
Dirac type with P2 = A. By the Weitzenbcck formula, the associated connection VA 
on AM is the Levi-Civita connection and the endomorphism E is given by curvature. 
Let f E C”“(M) b e an auxiliary scalar function. We will define suitable boundary 
conditions and use the analysis of [5,6] to show the spectral distributions 
TrLZ ( femtD) and TrL2 ( fPedtD) (5) 
have complete asymptotic expansions as t --t O+. We will compute the first few terms in 
these expansions; see Theorems 3,8,11,12. The auxiliary function f is a convenient de- 
vice for studying the distributional behavior of the kernel functions of edtD and PedtD 
near the boundary. The extra information, which is not contained in the asymptotics 
of TrLz(emtD) and TrL2( PemtD), appears in the form of additional boundary terms 
involving normal derivatives of f. The MelIin transform relates information about the 
asymptotics of TrLz(eTtD) and TrLz(PemtD) to the residues and certain values of the 
eta and zeta functions TrLz (D-“) and TrL2 ( PD-(s+1)/2), see Remark 16, so our results 
can also be rephrased in this language. 
We adopt the following notational conventions to study the boundary geometry of 
(M,dM): N is the inward pointing unit normal vector field on the boundary. We use 
the geodesic flow to extend N and to identify the collar 
c = 844 x [O,&) (6) 
with a neighborhood of dM in M. Let xm E [O,E) be the geodesic distance to the 
boundary. If y = (zl,...,zm-‘) is a system of local coordinates on dM, then z = 
(y, xm) is a system of local coordinates on C. Let indices a, b, . . . range from 1 through 
m - 1 and index a local orthonormal frame {er , . . . , e,_r} for T(BM). We sum over 
repeated indices from 1 through m - 1. Let e, = N = 8,. The second fundamental 
form L measures the deviation of dM from being totally geodesic; 
Lab = (v:aceb,N)- (7) 
Asymptotics of operators of Laplace type 
Let D be an operator of Laplace type on C”(V). We work in complete generality 
for the moment and do not assume that D is the square of an operator of Dirac type. 
The natural boundary conditions to consider arise from a suitable splitting of V. We 
suppose given an auxiliary endomorphism x of V defined over dM so x2 = 1. Extend 
x to C so ‘7:~ = 0. Let V* be the complementary subbundles of V on C corresponding 
to the &l eigenvalues of x, and let II* = i(l &x) be projection on V*. We impose the 
following boundary conditions. Let 5’ E End V+ be an auxiliary endomorphism and let 
ZE C”(V). Let 
fG = II-(g)])la~ @ II+(Vg + S)II+(S)])l,,. (8) 
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Let Dn be the operator D with domain {ZE C”“(V)jB(Z) = 0). 
The analysis of [5,6] h s ows that there is a complete asymptotic expansion as t -+ O+ 
of the form: 
Let dx and dy be the Riemannian measures on M and dM. The a,( f, D, B) are locally 
computable; there exist local invariants an(z, D) and +,(y, D,B) so that: 
~0, D,@ = J fun(x, 0) dx t Nv(f)an,v(~, D, a> dy. (10) M 
We computed these invariants for n < 4 in [2, Theorem 7.21. We use Lemma 1 to define 
{P,E} so 
D = -(&7f%‘~ + E). (11) 
Let JzD be the curvature 2-form of VD. We use “;” (resp. “,“) for multiple covariant 
differentiation on M (resp. tangential covariant differentiation on 8M) of the mixed 
tensor algebra with respect to VD and VLc (resp. VD and the Levi-Civita connection 
of 8M). Note that ‘0” must be used in taking covariant derivatives of L and S, since 
these are only defined on dM. If 0 is in the tensor algebra generated by V and V*, 
then O;, = Ola. 
Theorem 3. Let (x,S) d f; e ne boundary conditions us above for un operator D of 
Lupluce type. 
(4 uo(f, D, B) = (47r)-“/” 
/ 
Tw(f) dx. 
M 
(b) al(f) D,B) = ;(47r)-(“-1)/2 / W(xf> dy. 
aM 
(c) a2(f, D, B) = ~(4”)-m”{ lM Trv(6fE t fr) dx 
t 
J aM 
Tw(VL,, + 3xfim + 12fS))dy. 
(4 a3(f,D,B) = &(4a)-(m-‘)/2{ 1 Trv(f(96xE + 16xr + 8fxRamam 
aM 
•t (13n+ - 7n-)LaaLbb t (2n+ t 10~-)&&b t 96SL,, + 192s2 
- 12x;ax;a) t f;m((6~+ t 3OII-)L.,, t 96s) t 24xf;mm))dy. 
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(e) u&, D, a) = &(4~)-“/~ { 1, Trv { f(60E,,, + 60rE + 180E2 
+ 30fl&fl;p + 12r;,, t 5r2 - 2p2 + 2R2)}da: 
t 
/ 
Tr{f((240II+ - 120II_)E;, •l- (42II+ - 18X)7;, 
aM 
t 24&a& t OLab,ab t 120ELa t 20rLaa 
t 4RamamLbb - 12R ambmk.zb + %bcbLac •t of%,, 
+ & ((28OIl+ + 4OU_)L,,L,&, •l- (168II+ - 264~_)La/,&,L.cc 
•l- (224Il+ + 32O~-)&,&&c) + 720SE + 120Sr •t OSR,,,, 
+ 144sL,,Lbb + 48SLabLab + 480S2L,, + 480S3 •l- 120SIaa 
t 6Oxx;a 52:m - 42X;&& t 6X;aX;&b - 12OX;aX;aS) 
t f;m (180xE t 3Oxr + OR,,,, t + ((84II+ - 18OII-)L,,Lbb 
+ (84Il+ •l- 6O~-)&&b) + 72SL,, + 240S2 - 18x;ax;a) 
t f;mm(24Laa-t 12os>t 30Xf;vvm + Cfx;a@,m}}d~, C = const. 
( f ) c = 0. 
Proof. (a-d) are proved in [2, Theorem 7.21. A version of(e), without the last term on 
the right hand side, was also proved there, under certain restrictive assumptions. When 
we drop these assumptions, we must a priori introduce the extra term C Trv( fx;aSIFm) 
in the formula for q( f, D, 23). We shall prove that C = 0 so that the formula of [2, The- 
orem 7.21 is actually more general than was indicated there. We postpone the proof 
of (f) until the end of this paper as it rests on combinatorial identities that we shall 
establish in the course of our discussion. 
For the remainder of this paper, let P be an operator of Dirac type on C”“(V) and 
let D = P2 be the associated operator of Laplace type. Let the leading symbol y of P 
give V a Clifford module structure. Use Lemma 1 to decompose D = -(g%~V~ + E). 
We wish to define suitable boundary conditions for P. We assume the following 
relations hold on dM henceforth: 
x2 = 1, XYm + YmX = 07 xya=yax forl<a<m-1. (12) 
In particular, since ym is invertible, the fiber dimensions of V+ and V- agree. If s’ E 
C”(V), let the boundary conditions b, be defined by: 
b,s’= K&M. (13) 
Let PX be the operator P with domain = {.? E C”“(V) ( b,s’ = 0). Let D, = Pi 
be the associated operator of Laplace type. Let domain(&) = {Z E C”(V) 1 f?,S = 0) 
where 
(14) 
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We shall see presently that 8, is a boundary operator of the form given by (8) so we 
can apply Theorem 3 to compute the heat equation asymptotics of an(f,D,&). 
Remark 4. Let m be even. If it4 is oriented, we can always find such a x. Let {e,} 
be a local oriented orthonormal frame for T(dM), and let 
x = (Ci)“‘“7(el). . .y(e,-1); (15) 
x is invariantly defined and satisfies (12). If m is odd, the existence of x depends on 
the operator under consideration. Let * be the Hodge operator. Let V = @,A2pM be 
the bundle of even-degree differential forms. If w = Cpw2r E C”“(V), let 
Pw = C,(-l)p(J_-T)(“+‘)/2(*d+ d*)wzr. (16) 
This operator is of Dirac type and plays an important role in the signature theorem 
of Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer for manifolds with boundary [l]. Let ext(.) and int(.) be 
interior and exterior multiplication. The Clifford module structure on V determined by 
P is given by: 
7(9(w) = %GlYY~) (m+11/2(*xt(.) + ext(.)*)wz,. (17) 
If x satisfies (la), then x anticommutes with K = 7(er)...7(e,). This is impossible since 
K is scalar; V is an irreducible Clifford module (see for example [3, Lemma 1.1(b)]). 
Finally, the operator P = d + 6 of Remark 2 admits such a x for any m. Over the 
boundary, decompose 
A(M) = h(dM) $ dxm A A(aM). (18) 
Let x = 1 @ -1 relative to this decomposition so V+ = A(dM) and V_ = dzm A 
A(dM). Since y(.) = ext(.) - int(.), 7a p reserves V* and 7m interchanges V+ and V_. 
Consequently x satisfies (12). Absolute boundary conditions are defined by x and 
relative boundary conditions are defined by -x. By the Hodge decomposition theorem, 
Ker(D,) E H*(M) and Ker(D-,) z H*(M, aM>. 
On the boundary of M, let ye = &i~7~ or equivalently x = &i707m. 
(19) 
Lemma 5. We can choose a connection V” on V so that V”7 = 0 on M and so that 
Vtye = 0 on dM. 
Proof. We say a connection V is compatible with a Clifford module structure 7 if 
97 = 0. It is well known that compatible connections always exist, see for example 
[3, Lemma 1.31. Choose a connection V on V so Vy = 0. Use V to extend 70 to the collar 
C by parallel translation along the normal geodesic rays; we ignore for the moment the 
previous extension of x defined by VD. Then 
(7: + l)]sM = 0, +rn(7: + 1) = 07 
(707 + 77o)aM = 0, and ern(707 + 770) = 0; 
(20) 
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therefore yuy + yyu = 0 and +yi = 1 on C. Let & = Sf x C with the product metric 
ds& = d02 + dsh. (21) 
Let x : fi * C be the natural projection. Use {yu, y} to give a*V a Clifford module 
structure 7 over k. Choose a compatible connection V” on &. Since the metric on ti 
is product and flat in the S1 direction, V” restricts to a suitable connection V” on C. 
The convex combination of compatible connections is compatible so we can extend V” 
from C to h4 with V”y = 0 on M and the tangential covariant derivatives Vzyn = 0 on 
aA4. q 
Let V” be as in Lemma 5 henceforth. In many applications, V” appears naturally 
and it is useful to have formulas expressed in terms of V”. Furthermore, as we shall 
see presently, it is often easier to use V” than to use VD to prove certain identities. In 
general VD and V” will be different; VD is canonical but V” is not. 
Remark 6. The Clifford module structure determined by the de Rham operator of 
Remark 2 is y(.) = ext(.) - int(.). Since VLC(ext) = 0 and VLC(int) = 0 and since 
VD = VLc, VDy = 0; of course VDyo need not vanish. 
Let w” be the connection l-form and let R” be the curvature 2-form of 0’. We use 
“;” and “:” for multiple covariant differentiation with respect to VD and V”. We derive 
some equations of structure determining the local geometry of (P,x): 
Lemma 7. Define 4, + E COO(EndV) by P = yvVf - q5 = yyVf - $. 
(a) Let 8, = i($qv + y,,$). Then 0: = 0: •t 8,. 
(b) 4 = 2c, + rv&. 
(4 Yu;cl + Y&Y = 0 forl,<p,v<m. 
(d) [fl&,,y,] = RvpLaryE. Let Wv, = fi&, - ~&,~Y~YJ. Then [W,y] = 0. 
(e) E = i(rv$b - $byv) - ti2 - b% - iyvypWv, - $T = --&~,fl& t yv4;y - 42. 
(f) The boundary conditions B, of (14) can be put in the form (8) with 
s = n+(7%4 - ;YmYaX;a)~+ = @+(Ymll) - ?bm - L,,x)H+. 
Proof. We compute: 
D = -{g”~V~V~ + E} (22) 
= -{g”‘a;aj + (2g”jwf - gjkIjki)ai + E 
+ fJij(ajWtp + W,‘W,” - Wfl?ijk)}, 
(23) 
P2 = -{g”jV”V,D + (-YjYi;j + &/; + ri4)Vp 
+ ~“4;~ - 42 - ;rirjo$ (24) 
= -{gijaiaj + (zgij 0 Wj - gjkrjki + rig + ~r”)ai + gij(ajWP 
+ WFWy - W)eOl?ijk) + ?/YYiWg + Y”TJWg + yiJIJ:i - $I2 - ;rirjn;j). 
(25) 
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We equate the coefficients of & in (23) and (25) prove (a): 
2#jUF = 2#jUT + 7i$ + +7i, 
e=wD-w”= i(7$++7). 
(26) 
We equate P = 7;4 + riwD - q5 and P = ria; + yiwQ -T/J and use (a) to see (b = It, + ~~8;; 
this proves (b). 
We prove (c) by computing: 
7Y;cI t Y&V = 7v:p t 7IL:v t P,, Yvl t PL0 rpl 
= 0+~~7,~7v+~7,7v -7v7/+7yv~7J 
+ 3{7v747d- ~7v7,--7,7vc-7y,~7v~ 
= 3c~cl(r~r~tYvYcc)-t7clY"tYVY~)~') 
= -$d,, t S",II, = 0. 
We use the identity VQ7 = 0 to prove the first assertion of (d): 
(27) 
(~~jyk + R;jl”7’)s’ 
= pp, q](7%) 
= 7"[vp,vg]s- 
= 7"R~js: 
We note [Y~Y~,Y~] = -27pL t 
(28) 
27,&+. We complete the proof of (d) by checking: 
To prove (e), we use a coordinate system and frame normalized so 
g;j(zu) = 6;j, dkg;j(zu) = 0, and Wy(Xo) = 0. (30) 
We use (23) and (25) to compute at x0 : 
E = g@&wy + 7i$ci _ $2 _ +7i7jfiij _ gijajwD _ gijwfwF 
= 7i+i _ $3 _ f7i7jfl$ _ gije,,j _ gGg,ej (31) 
= ;(7”$:i _ +:i7i) _ +2 _ $7i7jfl~j _ gij6yje 
We express E in terms of $, 8, and W by computing: 
YYYJC, = 7”7pW,, t ;7v7~7~7J&or 
= 7”7JbW,, t $7. 
(32) 
We equate (22) and (24) to express E in terms of C$ and RD to complete the proof 
of (e). 
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We extended x to the collar C so xtrn = 0. By (c), yrnirn = 0. Therefore 
{XX + Y~xII~M = 0 and V%xrm + ymxl = 0; (33) 
this shows ~7~ = -Y~X on C. We remark 7a;m need not vanish so ~7~ need not equal 
7a~ off aM. Let s’ E C”(M). Since 7m is an isomorphism, 
II_Ps’Ja&f = 0 e ymII_Ps’ la&f = 0. 
Assume II-S’ lag = 0; this implies VF(ff_Z) = 0. We compute: 
(34) 
Therefore S = II+(-$ymxaxia ty,4)n+. We use (a) to express Sin terms of$: 
s = ~+{Yrnd - ;YmYaX;a}~+ 
= n+irmw + rdv> - $YmYaX:a - ;-/m7cJLx t ;h-&a}n+. (36) 
Since ~~+Y~Y&Y = -ff+xymya = -II+y,y, and XII+ = If+, 
s = ff+{Y&J t r&J - ;7m7ax:a - 7m7a&z}R+ 
= ff+{7m$ - g+,rm t 7m$) - ;rmrax:al (37) 
= ff+ ($(Yrn$ - +‘Ym - YmYaX:a))ff+. 
Recall x = &i7u~~. We complete the proof of (f) by checking 
-7m7aX:a = -fl7m7a{70:a7m t 707m:a - rabm707b) 
= fl7n7a707b&zb 
= -X%Yb&b 
= x&b. q 
Let an(D,x) = an(l,D,&) so 
(38) 
TrLZ(ewtDx) - 2 t(“-“)/2Un(D,X). 
n=O 
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Lemma 8. 
(4 a&&x) = (47r)-“1” 
J 
Trv{l}ds. 
M 
(b) a1(hx> = 0. 
cc) 
(4 
u~(D,~) = &r)-““/2{ J,Trv(6E t r}dx t J,, 3’wWaa + 12S))dY. 
as( D, x) = &(47r)-(m-‘)/2 { 1 Trv { 96xE t %mLbb 
aM 
+ 6&b&b t 96SLaa t 192s2 - 1%4;dd,.}} dy* 
(e) u~(D,x) = -&(4r)-‘“/2{ MTrv{60rE t 180E2 
+ 30R$& + 5r2 - 2p2 + 2R2)dx 
+ 
J 
Trv { 180xE,, + 120EL,, + 2OrL,, 
t3M 
t ~&m&b - 12&dmLab t 4&x&c 
t &{16f&,LbbL,, - ~~&&&x t 272&&&c} 
t 720SE + 120ST + 144SL,,Lbb + 48SLabLab 
-I- 480S2L,, + 480S3 + 60~~;aCl& 
- 42X;aX;aLbb t 6x;aX;bLab - 12OX;ax;aS))dy. 
Proof. We specialize Theorem 3 to the case f = 1 and integrate by parts; a crucial 
point is that V+ and V- have the same dimension. 
Asymptotics of operators of Dirac type 
The analysis of [5,6] h s ows that there is a complete asymptotic expansion as t -+ O+ 
of the form: 
TrLz(fPemtDx) N 2 t(n-m-1)/2u,(f, P, x). 
n=O 
(30) 
We shall use a smooth zeroth order perturbation of the operator P to compute the 
a,-r(f,P,x) from the an(D,x). 
Lemma 9. For E E II& let P(E) = P -&f and D(E) = Pi. Then: 
(a) d/d&=ou,(D,x) = 2un-~(f,P,x). 
(b) d/d&c& = yVf end d/d&o Qpp = (YJ);~ - (rV& 
(c) d/da],,0 C#J = (1 - m)f and d/d&],=0 E = -24f. 
(d) d/d&(,,ox = O,d/d~],=ox;~ = 0, and d/d&l,=0 S = 0 on dM. 
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Proof. We compute formally to prove (a) and refer to [5] for the analytic details 
necessary to justify the following steps. A crucial point is that the boundary conditions 
are unchanged during the perturbation. Since scalar multiplication commutes with II_, 
rl_s’l~&f $ n_Fq&J,f = 0 e lLs’l&j+f 63 rl_P(&)s’laM = 0. 
Let & = a/&. We compute: 
(40) 
fy $le=, a (D,X)t(n-m)‘2 - ile=, TwwtDx) 
n=O 
00 (41) 
= TrL2 ( 2tfPxemtDx ) - c 2a&, P, #+(“-m-‘)P 
k=O 
We set k = n - 1 and equate terms in the asymptotic series to prove (a). 
We use Lemma 7: Since y and x are independent of E, we fix the background con- 
nection V”. We expand P(E) = rvVE - ?/J(E) for +(E) = $I + of. Consequently 
t%(E) = g($(E>rU + YV$+)) = Q,(O) + EfYv. 
Since W!(E) = u,” + O,(E), d/d&Is=uw,D = frv and (b) follows. We expand 
(42) 
4(E) = I+) t r&(E) = 4 t (I- m)cf (43) 
to see d/d&],=0 +(E) = (1 - m)f. We use the identity y& = 8,y, to compute: 
= -2f ($ t rv&) = -2f 4. 
The values of x on 8M do not change so d/d&],,o~]aM = 0. We complete the proof 
by checking: 
d”,l - 
E 
=OX;a = ($1 
E 
=,x);, +[fxd = 0, 
d 
de c=o 
S=d ds 1 =. ‘+(-h+ - $~~%X;‘dTI+ 
= n+hi - m>f)rr+ = (1 - m)fy,rI_rI+ = 0. 0 
We must compute some additional relations: 
(45) 
Lemma 10. On the boundary of M : 
(a> yaxia = x;db - 2Laaymx. 
(b) ~a~rn;a t ~rn;a~a = 0. 
cc> X:a = Labx%n’Yb, Cd x;a = [&xl + ‘%bx’hYb* 
(d) Tw(xx;aYm) = 0, Tw(xx;a7a) = 0, and Tw(xx&byb) = 0. 
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YaX;a = (7%X>,, + [G, rax] + raYaY”X - Ya;aX, 
X;aYa = (XY& + [u,“, X%1 t ravax7v - XYa;a* 
(46) 
Since yaia = 0, yaxia = xtaya t 2ramaymx = xiaya - 2Laaymx. Since Yaim t YTTL;~ = 0, 
YaYm;a t -/m;aYa = -YaYa;m - Ya;mYa = -(Ya%);m = 0. 
Recall x = &‘i70yrn, V”yo = 0, and V”y = 0. Therefore: 
X:a = J-‘io:{?‘oYm} = J---r{-/O:a%n + YOYm:a - YOYbrabm) 
= fl~O~m%nYbLab 
= LabX-hYb* 
(47) 
(48) 
The remaining assertion of (c) follows since xia = xza t [e,, x]. We use (c) to see: 
Tq&qayrn) = Tw(x&xYm - XXeaYm + XLabX’YmYb%) _ 
= Trv(-20,y, t L&76) = - Trv(Ya+)Ym -I- $J%%) = 0, 
Trv(xxiaya) = Tw(x&xYa - XXoaYa + XLabXYmYbYa) 
= - Trv(Ly,) = 0, 
Trv(xx&bYb) = Trv(xkxL,b-/b - xxt&b?‘b + LacLabxx?‘m%Yb) 
= Trv(-L,bLabYm) = 0. 0 
We express the a,( f, P, x) in terms of 4, E, S, and RD for n < 3. 
Theorem 11. 
(4 
(b) 
(4 
(d) 
ao(f, p, x> = 0. 
al(f, P, x) = -(4~)+~~/~f . Tw(d)dz. 
a2(f,p,x) = -t(47r)-(mm1)i2/ f.Trv(&)dz. 
u3(f, P,x) = -&(4rr)-m/2( /M:w[2Tf4 t 12dfE - 2fl&,7~fda: 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
t J f Trv[6xd+ - 6yymE t 4dLaa t 24Sd - 2f&ra - ~xx;~%w] 8M 
t .fim Tw[6x4]}dy. 
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Proof. We use Lemmas 7,8,9, and 10. We compute: 
ao(f,P,x) = ;&(,=oal(D,X) = 0, 
q(f,P,x) = ;~lE=ou2(o,x) = (4n)-“‘2~MTrv{-Of)ds, 
a2(f,P,x) = ;$~~~eus(D.x) = a(4~)-(“-“/2JaMTrv{-Xlf}dy. 
(52) 
The calculation of us is similar: 
a3(f,Kx) = ;$(.=oa4(D,X) 
= &4a)-m/2{ J, Trv{-120rf$- 7204fE - 12OSl;&f);,}dz 
(53) 
+ J Trv{ -360x( j#);,n + 18Ox[r,.f, E] - 24Of@aa 
::4OSN + GOxx&mf);a - 6Oxx;.(rJ);m)>dy. 
We integrate by parts to see 
J 
Trv(Q&(rJ);&z 
M 
=- 
/ 
(54) 
Trv(Q&,yU f)dz - J,, Trv(&%%f)dy. 
M 
We note Trv{x[Ymf, E]} = 2 Trv(xYmfE). Recall yrnia t yaqm = 0. We use Lemma 
10(d) to see: 
Tw{xxd(%J);a - bf);& 
= Tw{xx;a(Ym;af + XJP - %;d - rd;m>l (55) 
= 2 Trv(xx;aq+J). 
We collect terms to complete the proof. Cl 
We have expressed the invariants a,(f, P,x) for n 6 3 in terms of invariants of 
the connections VD and VLc. In many app lications, there is a natural compatible 
“background” or “extrinsic” connection V”, and it is useful to have formulas for the 
a,(f, P, x) in terms of invariants of V” and VLc instead. We assume V” satisfies the 
normalizations of Lemma 5 henceforth. 
Expand P = rvVE - $. Let 
q = %$‘-/v, *T = %‘?+/a, 
9, = Ym$%, and WV, = f$!, - $R,,,cws. 
(56) 
By Lemma 7(d), [W,y] = 0. Let “:” be covariant differentiation with respect to V” and 
VLC. 
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Theorem 12. 
(4 ao(f, P,x) = 0. 
09 R(f, P, x> = (4q”‘” 
J 
(m - 1)f . Trv(+)ds. 
M 
(4 u2(f, P,x) = ;(4+m-1)/2 / (m - 2)f. Trv($x)dy. 
dM 
(d) a3(f, P, X) = -&4v+{ J, nv { f{2(1 - +L 
+ 3(4 - m)$rv$J + 3@7v$}:v 
+ (m - 3){rll, + 67v7,W,?I, + 69W:vyv + (4 - m)$$$ + 3$$~}}dz 
+ J 6(2 - m)f:m Trv { X$J} + f Trv { (18 - GTR)~$.J:~ + (2 - 2m)+, l?M 
- 6xrmra$:a + 6(” - 2)x$&a t 2(m - 3)$&a + 6(3 - m)x7,$$ 
t 37m$~‘b t 3(3 - +mn+x?l t 6x@L}dy). 
Proof. We use Lemma 7 and Theorem 11; (a) is immediate; (b) and (c) follow since 
Trv(@ = Trv(?l t rY&) = Trv(ti t $rv(rvll, t $rv)> 
= (1 - m> Trv(+) 
(57) 
- Trv(4x) = - Trv{x(ti + &Y~(Y~+ + +)Y~) t $Y~(Y& t ~57~))) 
= (m - 2) Trv(x$). 
(58) 
We now turn to the proof of (d). We studied us(f, P) in the case where d&l = 0; 
we refer to [3, Theorem 4.1(d)] for the identification of the interior integrand. We use 
the calculations of (58) to see: 
6 Trv(fim4x) = 6(2 - m> Trv(f;mx4) 
4Trv(G,) = 4(1 --m)Tr($Laa). 
(59) 
We expand the remaining terms of the boundary integral in Theorem 11(d) to com- 
plete the proof of Theorem 12. Cl 
Lemma 13. 
(a) 6 Trv(x&J = 3 Trv{2(2 - m)xtizm t (3 - m)x7,$$ t x$J~~*T}. 
(b) - 6Trv(xYmE) = 6 Trv(xYmlo+ - ~7~7~+,:~ t xyaWam). 
(c) 24 Tw(S#) = Tw{G,(m - I)$ t 6L,,(m - 2)x$ t 377n+,\I’T 
+ 3(1 - m)x7db+ - 3x~7m~T t 3(3 - m)Xh?h?b,). 
(4 - 2Trv(S2&7,) = -2(m - l)Trv($:m). 
(e) - 2 Trv(xx;a7m;a) = Trv(-4L,,ti). 
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Proof. To prove (a), we study 6 Trv(~&~). We use Lemma 7 to decompose: 
We note 
X4 ;m = x&l t x[hn, 41, 
6 Trv(xCb:m) = 6(2 - m) TFV(X$:~). 
We complete the proof of (a) by computing: 
6 Tw(x[fL, 41) = -6 Tw(x7m7m[&, 41) 
= -3 Tw{x7m((-$ t Qjm)4 t4(-$ t Qm>>l 
= -$ Trv{xym(-$ t $,)((a - m)+ t Q'T t Q,) 
t xr?n((:! - m)?I, t @T t %x--~ t%n)l 
= -3 Tw{xYm((m - 3)@$ t qrnQ~)). 
To prove (b), we study -6Trv(x~~E). We use Lemma 7 to express: 
(61) 
E = + + ~(Y~$:~ - 4~7~) - $7v7pwv, - eve, - $2. 
Clearly TrV(xYm(--$r)) = 0. We compute: 
(62) 
-6Tw($xxdwhv - t~:~r~)) = -6 ‘b(x-ym-yv$+v). (63) 
Since 7m anticommutes with xya~,,Wab, 
-6Tw(-~X7m7v7pwq) 
= -6 Tw(-~(X7m7a7mWam t x7m7m7aw7?L,)) 
= 6 Tw(xYaWma) = 6 Trv(x7YWm,). 
We complete the proof of (b): 
(64) 
-6 Tw(xrm(-G2 - fly,)> 
= 2 Tw(4x7,d2 t ~74 --mq2 + YV$JIY”$ + 7d27v + $7&7v)) (65) 
= $ Tw (4xYm $2) 
To prove (c), we study 24Trv(S4). We use Lemma 7 to express: 
s = ;n+(7m$ - ?fJ’Ym - Lzxp+, 
4 = ;{(2 - m)$ t *}. 
(66) 
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We compute: 
12 Trv(ff+(7& - $rm)Lf+$) 
= 6 Trv{ff+(7,$ - $7&L+((2 - m)ll, + QT + %?I)) 
= ; Trv{7,$(2 - m)$ - +7m(2 - m)ll, t 7m$‘@T - $‘7m*T 
+ 7m$@m - $~7rn@rn t XW$‘(~ - m>l(l- xb&’ - m)ll, 
t X7m$‘*T - x+7m*T t X%n$@m - X$,mm~rrz 
t %$x(2 - m)lC, - $,rmx(2 - m>ll, t 7m$‘)X*T - $“YmX@T 
t 7m7+5x’@‘m - $‘7mx*‘, t xwbx(2 - m>+ - x+%x(2 - m)+ 
(67) 
t X7m$%*T - X+7mX\I’T + X7m’+X*‘m - X$7mX*m) 
= $ Trv{27m$‘*~ t ‘42 - 4x74’+ - 2~7m$‘)?l) - %?b7m*~ 
t 2(2 - 4xrd’x?C, + 2xrm+xd’) 
We complete the proof of (c) by checking: 
-24L,, Trv( iff+xff+4) = -3-& Trv( (1 t x)( (2 - m>?l, t ~~$7~) 
= 6L,, Trv((m - l)$ t (m - 2)x$). 
We prove (d) by studying 
(68) 
-2Tr~(R~~y,)= -2Tr~((~~,t~~:~ -km i-i&, &]>Y~). 
We use Lemma 7 to see 
(69) 
Trr/(@,y,) = TrV(W,,y, t $&mvP7=7V7P). (70) 
As 7m anticommutes with Wam7a, Trv(W,,y,) = 0. By the Bianchi identity, 
Trv(&,,,7,yV7,) = 2~~~ Trv(YP) = 0. (71) 
We note Trv([8,,0,]7,) = TrV([7a,0a]0m) = 0 as [7,,e,] = 0. Therefore 
-2 Trv(fifmya) = -2 Trv{ j(q&rrn t 7m$+a - YJ:~Y~ - Y~$J:~)Y~) 
= -2(m - l)Tr~($.+~). 
(72) 
To prove (e), we study -2Trv(XX;a7m;a). Recall: 
X;a = [&, X] i- L,bXYmYband7,;, = -[em, Ya]. (73) 
We note -Trv(X[B,,X][&,7J) = Trv([y,,X[B,,x]]&) = 0 since 7a commutes with x 
and 0,. We complete the proof of Lemma 13: 
-2 TW(X-&bXYmYb(Yd% - k7u)) 
= 4 Trv( Laa7dm> = -4 Tw(La$). 
(74) 
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The proof of Theorem 12 is now complete. •i 
Remark 14. There is a very important application of Theorem 12. Let 
n(s, Gx) = Tr&‘&“); (75) 
there is a bit of fuss concerned with the zero eigenvalue which we suppress in the 
interest of clarity. Then 7 has a meromorphic extension to Cc. The Mellin transform 
relates the poles of the eta function to the heat asymptotics. In particular 
Res,=uq(s, P, x) = I’( i)-rorn(K x). (76) 
If m = 1, or if m = 2, a,(f,P,x) = 0 by Th eorem 12. Let m = 3; the local invariants 
do not vanish since 1/1 is a free parameter. Fix a and choose b # a. Then x7aWam anti- 
commutes with 7b so Trv(x7aWam) = 0. We compute the global integrated invariants: 
us( 1, P, x) = $(41i,m/2J Trv {{-4+:y + 3+)yy11 + 397,+}:& 
M 
+ 
J 
Tw{ -4+,:m - 6xr,7a+:a t 6x$& t 37m?jlQ~}dy 
8M 
= -$(4r)-m/2 J,, Tw{N+, - ~$Y~$J - 3Q7,$ 
- 4&n - 6x7,rak t 6x$Laa t 37,$‘%)dy 
= -&(4r)-m/2 J,, Trv(-6x7m7a$+a t 6x$-L&y. 
(77) 
We integrate by parts and use Lemma 10: 
J Tw(x7m7a$+a)dy = - J Tw((x7m7a):a+ 8M 8M 
=- J Tw(x:a7mya$)dy = J La Trv(x$)dy. 8M l?M 
(78) 
This shows us( P, x) = 0 if m = 3 so the eta function is regular at s = 0 in dimensions 
m=0,1,2,3;wereferto[5,6]f or a topological proof for general m. We will apply these 
formulas in later papers dealing with the index theorem on manifolds with boundary. 
We conclude this paper by showing that the undetermined coefficient C of Theorem 3 
vanishes; this means the formula of [2, Theorem 7.21 is true without the restrictive 
hypothesis imposed there. 
Lemma 15. The coefficient C ofTrv(~~;~R~~) in uq(f,D,B) is zero. 
Proof. The coefficient C of Theorem 3 is independent of the dimension m. We first 
show C is real. Let A4 = S1 x [0, l] be the cylinder and let V = M x R2 be the trivial 
plane bundle. Let E = 5” = 0. Let h(z2) = z2 near z2 = 0 and h(22) = 0 near 22 = 1. 
Let 
x= (; !I), +(; h(;2)), wP= (; ;). (79) 
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Since DB is real, a,( 1, D, f?) is real. All the remaining coefficients of Theorem 
real, and consequently SaM C . Tr&;aR&)dY E Iw. We compute that at 52 = 0 
C ~Tw(x&%> 
3 are 
(80) 
Consequently C E Iw. 
We complete the proof by showing C is purely imaginary. We clear the notation of 
the previous paragraph. Let m = 2 and let h4 be a Riemann surface with boundary. 
Let J give the almost complex structure. Let e2 be the unit inward normal vector 
field on aM and let er = Je2 be a unit tangent vector field on dM; extend the frame 
{er, e2) to a neighborhood of dM using parallel translation along the normal geodesic 
flow; this is not a coordinate frame. The only nonvanishing Christoffel symbols are 
hl = r112 = -r121. 
Let V be a Clifford module and let V” be a Riemannian compatible connection on 
V. Choose a fiber metric on V so 7; = -yv. Let x = -J--r. y1 so yo = 7172. We first 
show the conditions of Lemma 5 are satisfied. 
VI70 = 71:17'2+71Y2:1-rl217272 -rll27171 = 0 
V270 = 71:2?'2 +-/1?'2:2 = 0. 
(81) 
Let PO = yvVz and P, = PO - &f for f and E real. We show PO and hence PC is 
self-adjoint by checking: 
(POW = J ( y,VO,s’,r’))dx = - 
M J 
(VES’, 7J))dz 
M 
=- 
J 
v”,(s’, 7Z))dz + (Z, Vo,y,r’)dx 
M J M 
= 
J 
aMF, 7G)dY + 
/ 
(Z, y,VD,?)& = (Z, POT) 
M 
(82) 
since the boundary terms vanish. Since P, is self-adjoint, D, = P,” is self-adjoint so 
a,(l, D,, x) is real. We differentiate: 
= E+ ~(4")-1J,,C.Trv{x,l((rrf);2 - (72f);r))dY 
(83) 
where E represents the terms covered by Theorem 12. Since $J = 0, VD = 0’ and 
(84) 
Residues of the eta function 
Since W& = -W,,, &iTrv(W,,) E iw so 8 E IW. We compute: 
X;l = -dqY1;1 - h21y2) = -J--r.L11y2 
&wlJaM C.'hdxdhf);2 - (~2f);1)M 
= -&j(4r)-‘Gi. CJ h Twhz(xf;z -yzf;1)~~y 
aM 
= -&(4x)-‘6?i. C . dirn(V)JaMLllfildy. 
As C is real and as this integral must be real, C = 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. Cl 
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